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Viasat Select Ka-band Direct Service

Flexibility to fit your
aircraft’s operational profile.

Introducing Viasat Select Ka-band Direct Service
with monthly service plans starting at $2,795
Too often, when you take to the skies your internet connection stays on the ground. But Viasat has changed the
game. Now, you can access a seamless connection through all stages of flight, even on the ramp. So wherever life
or work takes you, get on board with an office-like internet experience.
With Viasat Select Direct Service you’ll get out-of-this-world speeds at down-to-earth pricing.

Connect without worry. No speed limits. Unlimited plans. Unlimited access.

A better connection
starts in the sky.
Our current satellite network covers
90% of the top business aviation
flight paths, over land and sea. And
it’s only going to get better with the
launch of the next generation
ViaSat-3 constellation.
Current Ka Coverage
Ka coverage ViaSat-3A
Ka coverage ViaSat-3B
Ka coverage ViaSat-3C

Unlimited data plan options.
Take off the speed limits with global and regional Ka-band service plans that give you more GBs for less, including
unlimited1 “Worry-Free” plans. These new service offerings are designed especially for our direct service customers.

With Viasat Select, it’s business as usual.
With typical speeds of greater than 30 Mbps, with peaks that can exceed 90 Mbps,
there’s no limit on what passengers and crew can do.
Connect to video conferencing

24x7x365 support

Capacity for multiple users

Email, including sending
and receiving attachments

Stream movies, TV shows and music

Access VPN networks

After a 100 GB of data usage for regional service plans or 150 GB of data usage for global service plans, we may prioritize your data behind other customers during network
congestion, which will result in slower speeds. Data generated by aircraft health monitoring systems, software or database updates to aircraft systems, and ground data
usage that exceeds 25% of your plans total monthly data usage threshold are subject to additional charges of $100 per GB.

1

Life doesn’t stop. Neither does
your connection.
MODEM

ANTENNA

VIASAT SATELLITE
NETWORK

GATEWAY

From the satellite to the ground network to the terminal
installed on the aircraft, Viasat has the building blocks
required to enhance customer experience from the ground
up. Viasat Select is a forward-compatible and vertically
integrated solution, ready to fly you into the future with ease.

Ka regional service plans

INTERNET

Ka global service plans

Available regions: North America or Europe / Middle East

Available wherever Viasat has Ka coverage

Data Allowance (GB)

Monthly Retail Price

Overages (Per GB)

Data Usage Outside of Region (Per GB)

Data Allowance (GB)

Monthly Retail Price

Overages (Per GB)

15

$2,795

$185

$295

50

$6,995

$140

50

$5,995

$120

$295

100

$9,995

$100

Unlimited

$9,995

n/a

$295

Unlimited

$13,995

n/a

Now offering direct service.
Let Viasat manage your connectivity experience from end-to-end,
including hardware, service, portals and support.
Scan for more
information

Contact Viasat today to learn more about installation and service plans.
Global headquarters, 6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92009-1699, USA
WEB: Viasat.com/business-aviation

TEL: +1-760-476-4755

EMAIL: Business-Aviation@viasat.com

Installation fees apply. “No speed limits” means that there is no cap set on the speed delivered to a terminal. Speeds may still be limited by terminal equipment capabilities,
network and environmental conditions, and other factors. Speeds are “up to,” are not guaranteed and will vary. Service is not available in all areas. Offer may be changed or
withdrawn at any time. Additional terms and restrictions apply.
Copyright © 2022 Viasat, Inc. All rights reserved. Viasat, the Viasat logo and the Viasat signal are registered trademarks of Viasat, Inc. All other product or company names
mentioned are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications and product availability are subject to change without
notice. 1723172-221007-005

